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Foreword

WE ALL KNOW that if you invest wisely, you can increase

your wealth, but it’s easy to overlook the lessons that

investing can teach us about ourselves. Money is a difficult

subject to discuss. Emotions run deep when it comes to our

finances, causing most of us to shy away from deep

thoughts on how we save or invest. Sure, we might boast to

our friends about a particular stock purchase that went

through the roof, or tell tales of an IPO opportunity that got

away, but we seldom speak honestly or openly about our

overall financial experiences, even with those closest to us.

That’s unfortunate. Ultimately, to know oneself as an

investor goes a long way toward knowing oneself as a

person.

I know that’s been true for me. I started investing in

mutual funds as a teenager. My father bought me 100

shares of the Templeton Growth Fund when I was in my

early teens. He showed me the fund’s prospectus and

annual report and explained that I was now an owner of a

little piece of each of the companies listed in the report. It

was a wonderful introduction—not only to mutual funds, but

also to the world of adult activities. I’m not saying I stopped

reading Boy’s Life the next day and switched to the Wall

Street Journal, but an introduction had been made. Over

time, I read more about investing and particularly about

mutual funds. I paid special attention to Sir John Templeton’s

advice, reading his annual reports and watching him on his

visits to Wall $treet Week with Louis Rukeyser. In short, I had

started down the path to becoming an investor.

As time has gone by, I’ve realized that the real lesson

from those first few shares of Templeton Growth wasn’t how



a mutual fund works, but how a responsible adult acts. In

effect, my Dad was showing me that investing was

something he did to help provide for our family. He wasn’t

jumping in and out of hot stocks. He was systematically

setting a little bit aside each month to build for a better

future, and he wanted me to know that I could do the same.

He taught me that investing, by its very nature, is a

responsible act. It’s deferring the instant gratification of

consuming today in hopes of providing a more secure future

for yourself and for your loved ones. How different that

message was from the messages on television (save those

of Rukeyser’s show) that portrayed investing as something

only for the snobbish elite. The same shows that disparaged

investing were supported by countless commercials touting

the immediate satisfaction to be derived from spending!

Fortunately, our collective attitude toward investing has

improved since the days when J. R. Ewing was the only one

on television you saw making investments—and doing so to

hurt people, I might add. The rise of personal financial

journalism, led by Money magazine, has opened up

investing to a much wider audience. There’s never been a

time when an individual investor had as many resources at

his or her disposal as today. If anything, the challenge has

shifted from finding information to making sense of an

overload of information!

The 1990s, in particular, saw a surge of interest in the

investment markets. Unfortunately, it wasn’t always a

mature or well-grounded interest. To a large extent, big

market returns drove people to trade the instant

gratification of consumption for the seemingly instant

gratification of investment riches. I had an advantage many

investors didn’t have in that market: over 20 years of

investing experience, albeit almost all of it with very small

sums at stake. Nevertheless, I’d seen my shares both rise

and fall; I’d weathered a number of down markets and had



learned that staying the course paid off in the end. I

especially knew from my readings on John Templeton that

investing was never as easy as it appeared to be in the

heady days of the Internet-led bull market. While Templeton

has enjoyed enormous success as an investor, he always

stresses the importance of humility, recognizing that even

with thorough research there is still a significant chance that

your stocks will lose money. He has warned repeatedly that

even your best-researched stock pick may well decline in

value by 30%, 50%, even 70% or more. Pointedly, he also

notes that investors who get rich quickly are usually the

same ones who get poor quickly. How truly his words played

out after the technology bubble of the late 1990s.

Still, even with sharp market losses from 2000 through

2002, our generation is making progress as investors. We’re

learning important lessons not only about investments, but

also about how we respond personally to both gains and

setbacks. In so doing, we lay the foundation for better

results ahead. Bear markets shouldn’t cause you to lose

faith in the markets. Rather, they should be seen as a part

of the inexorable cycle of the market. Sure, they can

damage investor portfolios, but they also bring

opportunities. The test is whether you have the fortitude to

withstand the inevitable downturns and unearth the values

they create. How odd it is that many of the same investors

who bemoaned being late to the game in the 1990s, but

plunged in anyway, later turned their backs on stocks at

much more attractive prices. Clearly, the path to investment

success requires a discipline that’s easier to grasp than to

master.

Fortunately, you don’t have to go it alone. I learned much

about patience and the benefits of weathering bad markets

through the lessons of owning the Templeton fund. I’ve

learned even more by working at Morningstar® with a group



of people who genuinely like investing and want to learn

more. Having smart people to share ideas with is a great

benefit during tough markets. Sadly, many investors have

no choice but to go it alone, having few friends or

colleagues with whom they feel comfortable discussing their

finances. That was certainly the case for me prior to joining

Morningstar. I didn’t find many fellow investors in high

school or even in college. I remember long nights in

graduate school poring over personal finance magazines

trying to make sense of the bewildering world of mutual

funds to begin to put together a financial plan for my family.

What a joy to join a community of fellow investors.

Now that opportunity is open to everyone. The

Morningstar Guide to Mutual Funds is an invitation for you to

join a community of investors who want to better

understand what makes funds tick and what separates the

top managers from the rest of the pack. You’ll learn the

lessons we’ve found most valuable over the years—

everything from how to read fund documents to assembling

a well-balanced portfolio. In short, you’ll get the on-ramp

introduction you need to get moving along the road to

better investment results.

Even if you’re a seasoned investor, I think there’s much in

these pages that will help you hone your skills as an

investor. I hope that you’ll also become a part of an

investing discussion that continues daily on

Morningstar.com. Among our editors and readers, you’ll find

a group of independent thinkers who trade ideas in a shared

quest to help people make better investment decisions. It’s

a lively and rewarding discussion, one that’s evolving as its

participants, both in print and on the Web, have grown. I

value what I learn from our writers and readers about

investment opportunities, but even more so I admire the

spirit and spark they bring to the endeavor. They help me

http://morningstar.com/


keep my feet on the ground during good markets and my

head up during bad ones.

Please join us on this journey toward better investment

results and greater financial independence. I think you’ll

learn a lot about investments and possibly a little about

yourself along the way. Maybe you’ll even use this book to

introduce the young people in your life to the world of

investing and set them on their own journey. In any case, I

wish you well.

 

DON PHILLIPS 

Managing Director, Morningstar
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Introduction

WE’RE FIVE YEARS into the new millennium—and you

couldn’t blame most mutual-fund investors if they wanted to

go back to the old one. The same goes for mutual-fund

companies. Any way you look at it, the past half-decade has

been a rough one for the fund industry.

First, those funds that had been riding high during the

glory days of the late-1990s stock-market rally came

crashing down with the brutal collapse of the technology-

stock boom. As a bear market broadened beyond the tech

sector, very few stock funds—even those that hadn’t

jumped headfirst into the tech or Internet ponds—escaped

damage. Although some bond funds held up fairly well, the

stock-market plunge created plenty of angry shareholders

who withdrew a lot of money from their funds. Fund firms

that had prospered the most in the growth-stock rally—with

Janus a prime example—suffered massive outflows.

When it seemed things couldn’t get much worse, they did.

Just as the stock market was regaining its footing in the

summer of 2003, Eliot Spitzer arrived on the scene. By

charging several mutual funds with unsavory practices in

September of that year, and following up with further

actions, the New York Attorney General set off a full-fledged

scandal that sent the fund industry reeling. Some of the

biggest fund companies, as well as many lesser-known

firms, were tarred by accusations that they violated their

own internal guidelines and in some cases, the law as well.

As a result, performance woes were joined by a deeper

suspicion—can mutual funds even be trusted? In this

atmosphere, hedge funds began to gain assets and media

attention. Some ordinary investors started wondering if



those vehicles—once seen as the exclusive province of the

rich and well-connected—might provide a better alternative

for them as well.

So, as we set forth to revise this book in the spring of

2005, we realized that a new and important question had

emerged: Are mutual funds still worth your while? At

Morningstar, we firmly believe the answer is yes. And don’t

think we’re just an industry cheerleader eager to sweep

problems under the rug. Far from it. Even before the

scandals hit, we were highly critical of any funds we

considered overpriced, or that we considered unimpressive

performers, or of those that posted shiny numbers but had

relied on questionable strategies unlikely to hold up in the

long run. Then, when the charges started to fly, we took a

hard line on those fund companies that the regulators’

investigations showed had abused shareholders’ trust. We

recommended that investors consider selling all their shares

in funds run by the worst offenders until those firms

revealed all the facts of their cases and took concrete,

tangible measures to address the problems and improve

their corporate cultures. That criticism did not endear us to

the fund companies in question—to put it mildly.

The fact is, though, that for the vast majority of investors,

mutual funds (and their cousins, exchange-traded funds, or

ETFs) remain the best vehicles to use in order to achieve

your long-term financial goals. For one thing, several of the

industry’s biggest and best firms were not implicated in the

scandal in any way. And many of the scandal-plagued shops

have cleaned up their acts. Just as an example, Putnam,

Janus, and Alliance, three of the most prominent forces in

the industry, all replaced their top executives and instituted

serious reforms. Much remains to be done, both in repairing

the damage from the scandals—and in addressing issues

that long predated these events, such as high costs and a

tendency to put marketing goals ahead of sound investing



principles. Yet for gaining exposure to talented managers

and a wide variety of stocks and bonds in a host of different

styles, a portfolio containing the right funds and ETFs still

beat the alternatives for just about everyone.

Yes, you could buy individual stocks and bonds yourself,

and it’s worth noting that because Morningstar provides

information on stocks as well as on funds, we have no

inherent interest in steering you away from them. Indeed,

there’s certainly nothing wrong in owning a few stocks. But

to own a broadly diversified portfolio consisting solely of

individual stocks and bonds, and to properly monitor and

track all of them, would require an amount of money, a

store of knowledge, and a commitment of time and energy

that the overwhelming majority of people just don’t have.

Meanwhile, though hedge funds might seem tempting, they

demand a minimum investment far beyond most folks’

means and usually don’t allow you to withdraw your money

at will. Moreover, compared with mutual funds or stocks,

uncovering detailed information on hedge funds in order to

make an informed decision on which ones to buy would

likely be a frustrating endeavor for the typical investor.

In general, then, mutual funds are the way to go. But not

every fund deserves your money. How do you find the right

ones? That’s what this book can help you to do. In the

following pages, we show you the various styles funds

adopt, discuss the pros and cons of the different fund shops,

and explain how to build a portfolio of funds that are not

only better than the rest, but provide the appropriate mix

for your personal situation. We also address other questions

you might have, such as: What do you do if the fund

manager leaves? Should you buy index funds? What role

should bond funds play? What about international investing?

And much more.



At this point, you might also want to pose a more specific

question: Who are we? Fair enough. Morningstar was

created in 1984 by Joe Mansueto (who is still our CEO today)

in order to provide regular folks with something then almost

completely unavailable: detailed information and candid

evaluations of each individual mutual fund. Since then, we

have branched out into other areas as well, but mutual-fund

analysis remains one of our core activities—and our belief

that we stand for the ordinary investor has never wavered.

Currently we have about 25 mutual-fund analysts who talk

with portfolio managers, visit fund companies, inspect the

funds’ financial documents, and investigate our databases

of fund portfolios and performance histories to provide the

most in-depth and helpful fund research that we can. We

hope that the following pages will make the knowledge

we’ve built up over these years available to you in a

detailed yet easily accessible form, and will serve as a guide

to help you to navigate the thorny financial landscape over

the years ahead.



PART ONE

How to Pick Mutual Funds



1

Know What Your Fund Owns

MOST OF US wouldn’t buy a new home just because it

looked good from the outside. We would do a thorough walk-

through first. We’d examine the furnace, check for a leaky

roof, and look for cracks in the foundation.

Mutual fund investing requires the same careful

investigation. You need to give a fund more than a surface-

level once-over before investing in it. Knowing that the fund

has been a good performer in the past isn’t enough to

warrant risking your money. You need to understand what’s

inside its portfolio—or how it invests. You must find out what

a fund owns to know if it’s right for you.

The stocks and bonds in a fund’s portfolio are so

important that Morningstar analysts spend a lot of their time

on the subject; news about what high-profile fund managers

are buying is a constant source of e-mail chatter in the

office. Our analysts examine fund portfolios of stocks or

bonds, talk with the managers about their strategies in

picking those holdings, and check on recent changes to the

portfolio. Knowing what a fund owns helps you understand

its past behavior, set realistic expectations for what it might

do in the future, and figure out how it will work with the

other investments you might own.

At the most basic level, a fund can own stocks, bonds,

cash (usually money market securities), or a combination of

the three. (Funds might also own other securities, including

other funds and stock/bond hybrid securities, but let’s stick

with the basics for now.) If it invests in stocks, it could focus



on U.S. companies or venture abroad. If the fund owns U.S.

companies, it might invest in giants such as General Electric

or Microsoft or seek out tiny companies that most of us have

never heard of. If a fund invests in bonds, it could focus only

on those issued by companies with rock-solid finances and a

high probability that they’ll make good on their debts or it

could venture into higher-yielding bonds issued by firms

with shaky future prospects. How a manager chooses to

invest your money has a big impact on performance. For

example, if your manager devotes much of the portfolio to a

single volatile area such as technology stocks, your fund

may generate high returns at times, but there’s also a

greater likelihood that you’ll lose money at other times.

Stocks have historically generated higher returns than cash

or bonds. Because you take the least risk when you invest in

cash, those securities also tend to generate lower returns

than you’d get with stocks or bonds.

A fund’s name doesn’t always reveal what a fund owns

because funds often have generic handles. Take the

intriguingly named Janus Olympus and American Century

Veedot funds. If you were to skim over only their names, you

would be hard-pressed to glean that the former focuses on

mid- and large-sized companies that are growing quickly

(think Yahoo! and eBay), whereas the latter is a fund that

uses computer models to help direct investments to

whatever type of stocks look like they could be strong

performers in the future.

Nor will a fund’s prospectus—a legal document filed with

the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) that lays out

the basics of an investment—necessarily be of much help in

determining what a given fund is up to. While fund

prospectuses do include information about who’s running a

fund and its basic investment parameters, prospectuses are

typically written in very broad terms to give managers the

latitude to invest as they see fit.



In their prospectuses, funds are also required to state

their objectives—a one- or two-word description of their

basic goals, such as “Growth,” “Equity-Income,” “Growth &

Income,” and so on. You’d think these so-called prospectus

objectives might help you sort out who’s doing what, but in

reality funds with the same prospectus objectives can be

pursuing radically different investment approaches and end

up with very different returns. For example, both Aegis Value

Fund and AllianceBernstein Large Cap Growth have

prospectus objectives of “Growth.” But the former focuses

on tiny, budget-priced stocks, whereas the Alliance fund

focuses on fast-growing stocks of large companies. When

the bear market struck between 2000 and 2002, the Aegis

fund returned 18% annually, whereas the Alliance fund lost

26% over that stretch.

Understanding The Morningstar® Style Box™

A desire to help investors choose funds based on what they

really own—instead of on what funds call themselves, how

they classify themselves, or how they’ve performed recently

—was precisely what inspired Morningstar to develop its

investment style box in the early 1990s. The style box

provides a quick visual summary of a given fund’s portfolio,

showing you, using a nine-box investment-style grid, where

most of your fund’s portfolio is invested. (To check out a

fund’s current style box, go to Morningstar’s Web site,

www.morningstar.com, and type in a fund’s name or ticker.)

While investors needn’t own a fund from each and every

square of the style box, the tool can help you know whether

your portfolio is diversified. If all of your funds are huddled

in a single corner of the style box, that’s a tip-off that you’ll

probably want to spread your bets around more. The style

box also helps investors keep track of whether a fund has

http://www.morningstar.com/


changed its approach, because we update each fund’s style-

box placement every time we receive a new portfolio. If a

fund that you bought to bring your portfolio exposure to the

fast-moving technology and telecom industries is suddenly

delving into the securities of small manufacturing firms,

you’ll see that change reflected in your fund’s style-box

placement.

For stock funds, the style box isolates two key factors that

drive its performance: the size of the stocks the fund invests

in and the type of companies it buys—rapidly growing

companies for which investors are willing to pay a pretty

penny, slower growers that trade at lower prices, or a

combination of the two (see Figure 1.1). Those two factors—

company size and investment style—form the two axes of

the stock, or equity, style box. For bond funds, the style box

focuses on the two key determinants of bond-fund behavior:

a fund’s sensitivity to changes in interest rates and the

credit quality of the bonds in which it invests. Those two

factors form the axes of the bond-fund style box (see Figure

1.2). Once we have determined the size and investment-

style coordinates for a stock fund and the interest-rate

sensitivity and credit-quality coordinates for a bond fund, we

can use our nine-square style box grid to show investors—

visually—where their fund lands.

Figure 1.1 The Morningstar stock style box is a nine-square

grid that provides a quick and clear picture of a stock fund’s

investment style.


